Fortress Ridge Trail

3 hrs

Moderate track

7.4 km Return

3

244m

A fantastic return walk with stunning views, this
track leads along the Fortress Ridge, out to the cliffs
above the Grose Valley. The views from the lookout
and along the trail are superb, with the sheer cliffs
and a deep valley to put it all in perspective. The
track is popular with canyoners, who use it to access
Fortress Canyon.
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Are you ready to have fun?
Please ensure you and your group are well prepared and
equipped for all possible hazards and delays. Check park
closures, weather information and Fire Danger Rating before
setting out. Optional side trips and alternate routes noted are
not included in this walks overall grade, length or time
estimate. Please allow extra time for resting and exploring
areas of interest. The authors, staff and owners of wildwalks
take care in preparing this information but will not accept
responsibility for any inconvenience, loss or injury you may
experience. Please take care, have fun - Happy Walking.
Getting there Traveling by car is the only practical way to
get to Fortress Ridge car park (gps: -33.6581, 150.3642). Car:
There is free parking available.
This is a return, so you will finish back at the start.
Find up to date and more information inlcuding; travel
directions, weather, park closures and walker feedback at
http://wild.tl/frxx
0 | Fortress Ridge car park
(1.5 km 29 mins) From the car park (and 'Fortress Ridge'
sign), this walk heads around the gate and up the hill. The
management trail swings right for approximately 50m then
turns left. The trail leads to an area of low heath, then tends
right (down the hill) for approximately 100m before coming
to an intersection.
Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk heads
down the hill in a northerly direction. The trail soon rises up a
slight hill, passing low heath on the left before continuing up
the hill. The walk then flattens out for approximately 200m
before slowly rising up another hill for approximately 100m
more, coming to an intersection with a smaller track on the
left.
1.47 | End of service trail
(220 m 5 mins) Turn left: From the intersection, the walk
heads west up the hill, following the bush track. The track
soon comes into view of a knoll, with a rock feature at its
head. The track continues to the intersection below this
feature.
Veer right: From the intersection, the walk heads up the hill
of the knoll, keeping the rock feature to the left of the track.
The track continues down the other side, soon coming to an
intersection.
1.69 | Western Trail Split
(270 m 6 mins) Veer right: From the intersection, this walk
heads down the hill, then over a small hill with denser
bushland, before coming to a defined 'Y' intersection in the
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track.
1.96 | Fortress Canyon Entry Trk
(1.6 km 33 mins) Continue straight: From the intersection, the
walk does not follow the track marked by the arrow on the
rock, but instead heads over a large grey rock surface. The
track heads across the ridgeline, undulating over four knolls.
The track passes through areas of trees and open heath then
turns north, off the last knoll. From this last knoll, the track
heads down the spur line, nearing the cliffs on the left. On the
spur line, the track comes to an intersection with another track
on the right (which heads down into the valley).
3.55 | Fortress Canyon Exit Trk
(130 m 3 mins) Veer left: From the intersection, this walk
follows the spurline towards the large valley and views of
cliffs. The track continues down into a saddle and up to a
lookout, near a few bushes on the edge of the cliff.
3.68 | Fortress Ridge
Fortress Ridge lookout has stunning views over the Grose
Valley to Govetts Leap, Horseshoe Falls and Blackheath.
From the lookout, the vista to the west includes the
impressive Lockley's Pylon, with Mount Hay in the
background.

